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Mark schemes are prepared by the Lead Assessment Writer and considered, together with the relevant 
questions, by a panel of subject teachers.  This mark scheme includes any amendments made at the 
standardisation events which all associates participate in and is the scheme which was used by them in 
this examination.  The standardisation process ensures that the mark scheme covers the students’ 
responses to questions and that every associate understands and applies it in the same correct way.  
As preparation for standardisation each associate analyses a number of students’ scripts.  Alternative 
answers not already covered by the mark scheme are discussed and legislated for.  If, after the 
standardisation process, associates encounter unusual answers which have not been raised they are 
required to refer these to the Lead Examiner. 
 
It must be stressed that a mark scheme is a working document, in many cases further developed and 
expanded on the basis of students’ reactions to a particular paper.  Assumptions about future mark 
schemes on the basis of one year’s document should be avoided; whilst the guiding principles of 
assessment remain constant, details will change, depending on the content of a particular examination 
paper. 
 
 
Further copies of this mark scheme are available from aqa.org.uk 
 
  

Copyright information 
 
AQA retains the copyright on all its publications.  However, registered schools/colleges for AQA are permitted to copy material from this booklet for their own internal 
use, with the following important exception: AQA cannot give permission to schools/colleges to photocopy any material that is acknowledged to a third party even for 
internal use within the centre. 
 
Copyright © 2021 AQA and its licensors.  All rights reserved. 
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Level of response marking instructions 
 
Level of response mark schemes are broken down into levels, each of which has a descriptor.  The 
descriptor for the level shows the average performance for the level.  There are marks in each level. 
 
Before you apply the mark scheme to a student’s answer read through the answer and annotate it (as 
instructed) to show the qualities that are being looked for.  You can then apply the mark scheme. 
 
Step 1 Determine a level 
 
Start at the lowest level of the mark scheme and use it as a ladder to see whether the answer meets the 
descriptor for that level.  The descriptor for the level indicates the different qualities that might be seen in 
the student’s answer for that level.  If it meets the lowest level then go to the next one and decide if it 
meets this level, and so on, until you have a match between the level descriptor and the answer.  With 
practice and familiarity you will find that for better answers you will be able to quickly skip through the 
lower levels of the mark scheme. 
 
When assigning a level you should look at the overall quality of the answer and not look to pick holes in 
small and specific parts of the answer where the student has not performed quite as well as the rest.  If 
the answer covers different aspects of different levels of the mark scheme you should use a best fit 
approach for defining the level and then use the variability of the response to help decide the mark within 
the level, ie if the response is predominantly level 3 with a small amount of level 4 material it would be 
placed in level 3 but be awarded a mark near the top of the level because of the level 4 content. 
 
Step 2 Determine a mark 
 
Once you have assigned a level you need to decide on the mark.  The descriptors on how to allocate 
marks can help with this.  The exemplar materials used during standardisation will help.  There will be an 
answer in the standardising materials which will correspond with each level of the mark scheme.  This 
answer will have been awarded a mark by the Lead Examiner.  You can compare the student’s answer 
with the example to determine if it is the same standard, better or worse than the example.  You can then 
use this to allocate a mark for the answer based on the Lead Examiner’s mark on the example. 
 
You may well need to read back through the answer as you apply the mark scheme to clarify points and 
assure yourself that the level and the mark are appropriate. 
 
Indicative content in the mark scheme is provided as a guide for examiners.  It is not intended to be 
exhaustive and you must credit other valid points.  Students do not have to cover all of the points 
mentioned in the Indicative content to reach the highest level of the mark scheme. 
 
An answer which contains nothing of relevance to the question must be awarded no marks. 
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Reading tests 
 
General principles of marking 
 
Follow the mark scheme as set out. 
 
Answers (English or target language) 
1. The basic principle of assessment is that students should gain credit for what they know, understand 
and can do; provided their written response communicates the required message without ambiguity, it 
will get the mark.  The following guidance should be borne in mind when marking. 
 
(a)  Credit should be given for all answers which convey the key idea required intelligibly and without 

 ambiguity.  This applies whether the answer is in English or target language.  A separate assessment 
 of spelling, punctuation and grammar is not required because of the nature of the answers.  
However, these aspects are an integral part of assessing communication and marks cannot be 
awarded where errors in spelling, punctuation or grammar lead to a failure to communicate the 
required information without ambiguity. 

(b)  Where a student has given alternatives or additional information in an answer, the following criteria 
 should be applied: – if the alternative/addition does not contradict the key idea/make it ambiguous, 
 accept – if the alternative/addition contradicts the key idea or makes it ambiguous, reject. 
(c)  Where numbered lines are given within a question/section of a question, credit should be given for 
 correct answers, no matter which line they appear on. 
(d) Where a question has more than one section (eg (i) and (ii)), a candidate may include as part of the 
 answer to one section the information required to answer another section, eg, in Listening, 
 information required to answer section (ii) might be given as part of the answer to section (i).  In such 
 cases, credit should be given for having answered section (ii), provided that no incorrect answer has 
 been given for that section in the correct place on the question paper. 
 
2. In questions where students are asked to give for example a list of three items, only the first three 
items they write down should be considered for assessment purposes. 
 
3. No mark scheme can cover all possible answers.  When in doubt, look for the key idea. 
 
4. Where a student has crossed out an answer and what was underneath remains legible then it should 
be marked.  When part of an answer is crossed out, then only what remains should be considered. 
 
5. .../.. means that these are acceptable alternative answers in the mark scheme.  (.....) means that this 
information is not needed for full marks to be awarded. 
 
6. The following general principles should be applied in relation to answers in the target language: 
(a)  Incorrect personal pronouns – accept (unless this causes ambiguity). 
(b)  Incorrect possessive adjectives – accept (unless this causes ambiguity). 
(c) Wrong gender – accept (unless this causes ambiguity). 
(d) Infinitive – will normally communicate without ambiguity, so should be accepted. 
(e) Wrong tense – accept as long as student comprehension is not in question. 
(f)  Minor spelling errors – accept as long as the answer is understandable with no ambiguity.  This 

means that even if the spelling error results in the creation of a word in another language including 
English, then provided it is a recognisable attempt at a spelling in the target language, it will be 
credited. 
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Section A Reading and Translation (Questions 1–5) 
 
Comprehension questions to be answered in target language (Assessment Objective 2 only). 
 
Where the natural answer to a question consists entirely or partly of words or phrases from the 
recording, students may use that material without rephrasing it. Minor spelling errors which do not distort 
the meaning will be tolerated. However, the AO1 mark will not be awarded for a response in which the 
student includes irrelevant material or inappropriate information from the stimulus, eg by ‘lifting’ an 
element from the original which does not match the phrasing of the question set. 
 

Qu Key idea Mark Notes 

01.1 

qA ik hmle wI sUrq iv<c wovA ikilH]A (iklHa lOkhart 
]qe iklHa guilsqan) ¥ (saragfHI v<loM) suceq kIqa ja  

ske . 
1   

 

Qu Key idea Mark Notes 

01.2 

• sEinkA we kmAdr ne iznHA ¥ ]aqmsmrpx krn wI 
slah iw<qI sI pr izs we bavjUw sEinkA ne ]FLanA 
wa mukabla krn wa FEsla kIqa . 

• wuSmx wI igxqI BarI hox we ba]w vI is<K sEink ip<Ce 
nhIM hte . 

• isrF 21 sEink 10 hZar ]FLanA nal lfe . 

2 
One mark for each 
response.  Candidates can 
list any two. 

 

Qu Key idea Mark Notes 

01.3 

• ShIw hoze sEinkA ¥ mrn-[uprNq “izNdI]n ]ardr 
]OF mEirt” iw<qa ig]a (jo ik [us vele wa ]NgreZI 
hkUmq v<loM ikse vI BarqI sEink ¥ iw<qa ig]a sB qoM 
[u>ca bhawrI purskar sI ) 

1 

One mark  
Note: The wording in 
brackets is a supporting 
statement that some 
candidates may use too as 
a response or part of their 
response.  Please accept 
as an alternative. 

 

Qu Accept Mark Notes 

01.4 

yUnEsko ne izs ¥ iziqhas wa iz<k mhan yu<W krar iw<qa 
hE / yUnEsko ne izs ¥ iz<k ]nUTI bhawrI wI imsal ikha 
hE . 

1 One mark  
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Qu Accept Mark Notes 

01.5 ]aqmsmrpx krna 1 One mark  

 

Qu Accept Mark Notes 

01.6 mrn-[uprNq 1 One mark  

 

Qu Accept Mark Notes 

01.7 sB qoM [u>ca 1 One mark  
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 Summary question (AO2 and AO3) 
 

Qu 02 Key idea Mark Notes 

Bullet 1 

• iksanA ne ]NimRqsr ivKe rel wI]A ptfI]A qe kbZa 
kr il]a . 

• G<t qoM G<t 25 rel g<dI]A r<w kIqI]A gzI]A ]qe 
s<q hornA wa rsqa bwl iw<qa ig]a . 

• ivroW pRwrSn karn ]NimRqsr qoM ]a[ux jax vale 
hZarA yaqrI Ps gze . 

2 

Bullet point 1 answers 
‘how the protest was 
organised’. Award one 
mark. 

Bullet points 2 and 3 
answer ‘the impact the 
protest had on the public’.  
Candidates may list 
either bullet point 2 or 
bullet point 3.  Award one 
mark. 

Bullet 2 

• iz<k sNpUrn raStrI nIqI wu]ara iksanA wI]A 
preSanI]A ijveM ik Xrab mOsm, krZa ]aiw ¥ wUr 
kIqa jave . 

• iksanA wI]A vWwI]A ]aqm-h<iq]avA we karnA ¥ 
sNboiWq krna cahIwa hE . 

• iksanA we smaijk sur<iK]a we ]iWkar qe Zor 

• iksanA lzI iv<qI sroqA q<k phuNc wI mh<qqa qe Zor 
iw<qa ig]a hE . 

2 

One mark for each point. 

(Candidates may list any 
point along the lines of the 
bulleted list.) 

Bullet 3 

• srkar, bEMkA ]qe iv<qI sNsQavA iksanA wI]A 
preSanI]A nhIM smJ rhI]A . 

• bEMkA ]qe iv<qI sNsQavA iksanA wI mww nhIM kr 
rhI]A . 

• iksanA we krZe mu]aF nhIM kIqe ja rhe . 

• svamInaQn kimSn wI irport wI]A isFarSA ¥ lagU 
nhIM kIqa ig]a . 

• srkar irport wI Koj ]qe isFarSA qe gOr nhIM kr 
rhI . 

3 

One mark for each point  
(Candidates may list any 
point along the lines of 
the bulleted list.) 
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The marks for content (AO2) and language (AO3) are awarded independently.  Long summaries will be 
marked for content (AO2) or language (AO3) only as far as the first natural break (usually the end of a 
sentence or main clause) between 90 and 100 words.  Short summaries are not subject to an automatic 
penalty but in practice are unlikely to include all the required content points and will therefore be  
self- penalising. 
 
The AO2 mark is awarded for content points which contain the required information, regardless of 
whether those points are expressed in the student’s own words, or are partly or wholly lifted from the 
text.  However, no AO2 mark will be awarded for a content point where the student includes 
irrelevant material or copies inappropriately from the stimulus, eg by ‘lifting’ an element from the original 
which does not match the phrasing of the bullet point.*  ‘Lifted’ language will not be eligible for credit 
when the AO3 mark is awarded. 
 
*Generic example of ‘lifted’ language: 
 
1 
Text includes Having finished her studies, she became a doctor. 
Summary task includes the bullet point What she did before becoming a doctor 
Correct answer is She studied 
Student writes in response to that bullet point Having finished her studies, she became a doctor 
No credit for AO1 because the response does not match the phrasing of the bullet point.  (Also no credit 
for AO3 because of lifting.) 
 
2 
Text includes … because computers will replace teachers 
Summary task includes the bullet point Technological changes anticipated 
Correct answer is Computers will replace teachers or, to demonstrate successful manipulation, Teachers 
will be replaced by computers 
Student writes in response to that bullet point because computers will replace teachers 
No credit for AO1 because the response does not match the phrasing of the bullet point.  (Also no 
credit for AO3 because of lifting). 
 
Minor errors are defined as those which do not affect communication. 
 
Serious errors are defined as those which adversely affect communication. 
 
Minor errors include: 
incorrect but close to correct spellings 
incorrect genders and consequential errors of agreement 
incorrect or missing accents unless these alter the meaning. 
 
Serious errors include: 
incorrect verb forms especially irregular forms 
incorrect use of pronouns 
missing or incorrect agreements of adjectives or past participles. 
 
Complex language includes: 
use of pronouns of all types 
tenses that support conceptual complexity (as in si sentences) 
connectives supporting a range of subordinate clauses including those requiring subjunctive 
constructions with verbs and verbs followed by infinitive with correct preposition 
use of present and past participles. 
 
The above examples are neither prescriptive nor exhaustive. 
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Mark AO3 quality of language marks in listening and reading summary tasks 

5 
The language produced is mainly accurate with only occasional minor errors.  The student 
shows a consistently secure grasp of grammar and is able to manipulate complex language 
accurately where required by the task. 

4 
The language produced is generally accurate, but there are some minor errors.  The student 
shows a generally good grasp of grammar and is often able to manipulate complex language 
accurately where required by the task. 

3 
The language produced is reasonably accurate, but there are a few serious errors.  The 
student shows a reasonable grasp of grammar and is sometimes able to manipulate complex 
language accurately where required by the task. 

2 
The language produced contains many errors.  The student shows some grasp of grammar 
and is occasionally able to manipulate complex language accurately where required by the 
task. 

1 
The language produced contains many errors of a basic nature.  The student shows little 
grasp of grammar and is rarely able to manipulate complex language accurately where 
required by the task. 

0 The student produces nothing worthy of credit. 
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Indicative content 
 
Summary 1: 90 words – AO3 5/5 
 

iksanA ne ]NimRqsr ivKe rel wI]A ptfI]A qe kbZa kr il]a ]qe ivroW pRwrSn karn ]NimRqsr qoM ]a[ux 
jax vale hZarA yaqrI Ps gze . svamInaQn kimSn wI irport we ]nusar z<k sNpUrn raStrI nIqI wu]ara 
iksanA wI]A preSanI]A ijveM ik krZa ]qe v<WwI]A ]aqm-h<iq]avA we karnA ¥ sNboiWq krna cahIwa hE . 
iksan izs lzI ]aqm-h<iq]avA kr rhe hn ik[uMik ksanA we krZe mu]aF nhIM kIqe ja rhe . bEMkA ]qe iv<qI 
sNsQavA vI iksanA wI mww nhIM kr rhI]A ]qe na hI irport wI]A isFarSA ¥ lagU kIqa ig]a hE . 
 
Summary 2: 62 words – AO3 4/5 
 

iksanA ne ]NimRqsr ivKe rel wI]A ptfI]A qe kbZa kr il]a ijs krke 25 tRenA r<w kIqI]A gzI]A ]qe s<q 
hornA wa rsqa bwl iw<qa ig]a . svamInaQn kimSn wI irport we ]nusar iksanA wI]A preSanI]A ¥ 
sNboiWq krna cahIwa hE . iksan ]apxI]A preSanI]A ]qe krZe heT w<be hox krke ]aqm-h<iq]avA kr rhe 
hn . bEMk ]qe srkar iksanA wI mww nhIM kr rhe . 

 
Summary 3: 53 words – AO3 3/5 
 
iksanA ne rel wI]A ptfI]A qe kbZa kIqa . 25 tRenA r<w kIqI]A gzI]A . s<q hornA wa rsqa bwl iw<qa 
ig]a . svamInaQn kimSn wI irport we ]nusar preSanI]A ¥ sNboiWq krna cahIwa hE . iksan krZa heT 
w<be hox ]qe Xrab mOsm vrgI preSanI]A krke ]aqm-h<iq]avA krwe . bEMk ]qe srkar iksanA wI mww 
nhIM krwe .  
 
Summary 4: 52 words – AO3 2/5 
 

iksanA ne rel wI]A ptfI]A qe kbZa kIqa . tRenA r<w ]qe s<q wa rsqa bwl iw<qa . yaqrI Ps gze . 
svamInaQn we ]nusar preSanI]A ¥ sNboiWq kro ]qe raStrI nIqI nal . iksan krZa heT hox ]qe Xrab 
mOsm vrgI preSanI krke ]aqm-h<iq]a krwe . svamInaQn kimSn wI irport wI]A isFarSA ¥ lagU nhIM 
kIqa .| 

 
Summary 5: 26 words – AO3 1/5 
 
iksanA ne ptfI]A qe kbZa . tRenA r<w . svamInaQn ]nusar preSanI]A ¥ sNboiWq kro . iksan  
]aqm-h<iq]a krwe preSanI krke . srkar irport wI isFarSA qe gOr nhIM krwI . 
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 Comprehension questions (Assessment Objective 2) 
 

Qu  Accept Mark Notes 

03.1 

ik[uMik iKdarI imlKa isNG vAg kamyab ]qe mShUr 
hoxa cahuNwe hn / ik[uMik ]<j q<k wOfn iv<c kozI vI 
ij<q nhIM sik]a . 

1 
The candidate may write 
either or. 

 

Qu  Accept Mark Notes 

03.2 vI BarqI {lNipk iv<c qmga ij<qwa nZr nhIM 
]a[uMwa . 

1  

 

Qu  Accept Mark Notes 

03.3 imhnq / kfI imhnq 1 

Some candidates may write 
words that are synonyms of 
Dedication / Effort / 
Commitment – please accept 
any relevant responses. 

 

Qu  Accept Mark Notes 

03.4 

• [uh Barq ¥ {lNipk iv<c qmga / sone wa qmga 
ij<qwa veKxa cahuNwe hn . 

• [uh Barq we kone-kone qoM 100 imlKa isNG l<B ke 
[unHA ¥ isKlazI wexa cahuNwe hn . 

• [uh Barq we kone-kone iv<coM hunrmNw iKdarI]A wI 
Bal krna cahuNwe hn .  

2 

Candidates may list any 2 
points along the lines of the 
bulleted list. 

One mark for each 
point/reason along the lines 
of the bulleted list. 

 

Qu  Accept Mark Notes 

03.5 
iKdarI]A ¥ [unHA wI karguZarI ]qe ibhqrI vasqe 
jAcxa cahIwa hE . 

1  

 

Qu  Accept Mark Notes 

03.6 

srkar ¥ KedA wI]A vWere ]kEdmI]A KolHxI]A 
cahIwI]A hn ij<Qe iKdarI KedA we nal-nal pfH vI 
skx . 

1 
 

(ik vWere hunr hox we bavjUw) nefe we Biv<K iv<c kozI 
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Qu  Accept Mark Notes 

04.1 
izh sNgIq sNmeln cotI we klakarA ¥ ]apxI kla wI 
pRwrSnI lzI iz<k mNc iwNwa hE . 

1  

 

Qu  Accept Mark Notes 

04.2 
• SasqrI sNgIq wI bhuq cNgI jaxkarI 

• kmal wI surIlI ]vaZ 
2 

 

 

Qu  Accept Mark Notes 

04.3 
hirv<lB jI v<loM ]apxe gurU baba quljaigrI ¥ 
SrWAjlI BeMt krn lzI SurU kIqa ig]a sI . 

1  

 

Qu  Accept Mark Notes 

04.4 BgqI we gIq gaze gze sn . 1  

 

Qu  Accept Mark Notes 

04.5 

• kI – mu<K qbwIlI sI izsqrI klakarA ¥ s<wa wexa 
ik[uMik pihlA izsqrI]A ¥ sNmeln iv<c pRwrSn 
krn wI jA wrSkA iv<c bETx wI mnZUrI nhIM sI . 

• ik[uM – izsqrI]A ]apxI kla wa pRwrSn krna 
cahuNwI]A sn ]qe nal hI purSA we sman wrja vI 
pRapq krna cahuNwI]A sn . 

2 

One mark for each detail 
(What and Why). 

Reject: puraxI prNpra wa 
iK]al r<Kx we nal ]aWuink 
iwRStIkox ¥ vI mu<K r<iK]a 
ig]a, ijs krke bwla] 
]a[uMwe gze . 

 

Qu  Accept Mark Notes 

04.6 
(ihNwusqanI) SasqrI sNgIq we gfH we qOr qe pRis<W  

hE . 
1 
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Question 05 Translation (into English) (Assessment Objective 2) 
 
Translation into English  
Acceptable quality of English in translations into English. 
 
Errors of spelling 
Where the candidate’s attempted spelling is a recognisable form of the correct spelling and does not 
correspond to another English word, the attempted spelling is accepted, eg weight mis-spelt as waight is 
acceptable but mis-spelt as wait gives another word and so causes ambiguity.  
 
Alternative answers 
Examiners will be provided with a range of alternative answers in mark-schemes but in the event that 
these do not legislate for all versions and variations which candidates might produce, the guiding principle 
will be that answers that convey the same intended meaning are accepted.    
 
A successful translation 
Translation will be deemed successful if an English speaker would understand the translation and if each 
element of the original text figures in the translation. 
 

Qu  

05 
The table below shows the type of answer that is acceptable for each section of the text.  
Award one mark per correct section then divide by two for a final mark out of 10.  Half marks 
should be rounded up. 

Box  Accept Reject 

1 
pNjab wI]A yUnIvristI]A, kaljA ]qe skUlA we 
pRqIinWI]A ne 

Representatives of Universities, 
colleges and schools of Punjab 
have 

 

2 
nvIM is<iK]a nIqI 2020 wI GoSxa wa svagq 
kIqa hE . 

welcomed the announcement of 
New Education Policy 2020.  

3 Barq iv<c lgBg cOqI salA ba]w nvIM nIqI After almost 34 years, a new 
strategy in India  

4 peS kIqI gzI hE  has been introduced  

5 
]qe skUlA-kaljA we pRbNW iv<c kaPI bwla] kIqe 
gze hn . 

and many changes have been 
made to the schools and colleges’ 
systems. 

 

6 pihlI varI ]ijha hoiz]a hE It has happened for the first time   

7 ik is<iK]a nIqI ¥ bxa[ux lzI , that to formulate the education 
policy,  

8 weS we ]iW]apkA, maip]A country’s teachers, parents   
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9 ]qe jn-pRqIinWI]A and public representatives  

10 nal slah mSvra kIqa ig]a hE . have been consulted  

11 srkar wI on the government’s   

12 sahsI nIqI bare . courageous policy.  

13 cNdIgfH yUnIvristI we vazIs cAslr ne ikha , The Vice Chancellor of Chandigarh 
University said,  

14 “ nvIM is<iK]a nIqI 2020 “New Education Policy-2020  

15 we lagU hox nal The implementation of  

16 
iviw]arQI]A ¥ [u>c-iv>iw]a we vWere mOke 
imlxge 

will offer more opportunities to the 
students for Higher Education  

17 
ijs nal iviw]arQI ivSv p<Wr qe mukabla krn 
we kabl ho jaxge . 

which will make students able to 
compete globally.   

18 izh hmeSa lzI It will forever   

19 BarqI is<iK]a ivvsQa ¥ iblkul qbwIl krke  completely transform – the Indian 
Education System,  

20 izs ¥ ]aWuink bxa wevegI .” modernise it.”  
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Section B Writing (Research Project)  (Optional questions 06–09) 
 
(Assessment Objectives 2, 3 and 4) 
 
Assessment criteria 
 
Each assessment objective should be assessed independently. 
 
Students are advised to write approximately 300 words per essay.  Everything that students write must 
be assessed; there is no word limit.  Students writing the recommended length have access to the full 
range of marks. 
 
Assessment Objective 2 
 

Mark AO2 

9–10  

Very good evaluation of the research topic 
 
The relevant information from the written source material has been fully 
understood.  This information is consistently linked to research findings to 
form appropriate arguments and conclusions. 

7–8  

Good evaluation of the research topic 
 
Most of the relevant information in the written source material has been 
clearly understood.  This information is often linked to research findings to 
form appropriate arguments and conclusions. 

5–6  

Reasonable evaluation of the research topic 
 
Some of the relevant information in the written source material has been 
understood.  This information is sometimes linked to research findings to 
form appropriate arguments and conclusions. 

3–4  

Limited evaluation of the research topic 
 
A limited amount of relevant information in the written source has been 
understood.  This information is occasionally linked to research findings 
to form appropriate arguments and conclusions. 

1–2  

Very limited evaluation of the research topic 
 
A very limited amount of the relevant information in the written source has 
been understood.  This information is rarely if ever linked to research 
findings to form appropriate arguments and conclusions. 

0 The student produces nothing worthy of credit. 

 
For guidance on the evaluation of the written source in relation to the research findings, examiners are 
advised to refer to the indicative content for these questions.  AO2 marks should be awarded for the 
success with which students have demonstrated their understanding of the written source provided and 
linked information in that source to their research findings.  For examples, see items marked ‘AO2’ in 
indicative content. 
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Assessment Objective 3 
 

AO3 

9–10  

The language produced is mainly accurate with only occasional minor errors.  The 
student shows a consistently secure grasp of grammar and is able to manipulate 
complex language accurately.  The student uses a wide range of vocabulary 
appropriate to the context and the task. 

7–8  

The language produced is generally accurate, but there are some minor errors.  The student 
shows a generally good grasp of grammar and is often able to manipulate complex language 
accurately.  The student uses a good range of vocabulary appropriate to the context and the 
task. 

5–6  

The language produced is reasonably accurate, but there are a few serious errors.  The 
student shows a reasonable grasp of grammar and is sometimes able to manipulate complex 
language accurately.  The student uses a reasonable range of vocabulary appropriate to the 
context and the task. 

3–4  
The language produced contains many errors.  The student shows some grasp of grammar 
and is occasionally able to manipulate complex language accurately.  The student uses a 
limited range of vocabulary appropriate to the context and the task. 

1–2  
The language produced contains many errors of a basic nature.  The student shows little grasp 
of grammar and is rarely able to manipulate complex language accurately.  The student uses 
a very limited range of vocabulary appropriate to the context and the task. 

0 The student produces nothing worthy of credit. 

 
 
Minor errors are defined as those which do not affect communication. 
 
Serious errors are defined as those which adversely affect communication. 
 
Minor errors include: 
incorrect but close to correct spellings  
incorrect singular/plural agreement. 
 
Serious errors include: 
incorrect verb forms  
incorrect use of pronouns 
missing or incorrect agreements of gender and adjectives. 
 
Complex language includes: 
use of pronouns of all types 
tenses that support conceptual complexity 
connectives supporting a range of subordinate clauses including those requiring subjunctive 
constructions with verbs and verbs followed by infinitive with correct preposition 
use of present and past participles. 
 
The above examples are neither prescriptive nor exhaustive. 
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Assessment Objective 4 
 

 
AO4 marks should be awarded for relevant evidence drawn from the student’s individual 
research (ie evidence beyond that in the written source text provided) and for the success 
with which students use that evidence in their essay.  (For examples, see items not marked 
as AO2 in indicative content). 
  

Research project essay AO4 

Mark Descriptors 

 
 

17–20 

Very good critical and analytical response 
Very good knowledge and understanding of the research topic covered in the essay.  
Students consistently select relevant information to support their arguments.  They 
consistently use appropriate evidence to justify their conclusions, demonstrating a very 
good evaluation of the research topic. 

 

13–16 

Good critical and analytical response 
Good knowledge and understanding of the research topic covered in the essay.  Students 
often select relevant information to support their arguments.  They often use appropriate 
evidence to justify their conclusions, demonstrating a good evaluation of the research topic. 

 
 

9–12 

Reasonable critical and analytical response 
Reasonable knowledge and understanding of the research topic covered in the essay.  
Students sometimes select relevant information to support their arguments.  They 
sometimes use appropriate evidence to justify their conclusions, demonstrating a 
reasonable evaluation of the research topic. 

 
 

5–8 

Limited critical and analytical response 
Some knowledge and understanding of the research topic covered in the essay.  Students 
occasionally select relevant information to support their arguments.  They occasionally use 
appropriate evidence to justify their conclusions, demonstrating a limited evaluation of the 
research topic. 

 
 

1–4 

Very limited critical and analytical response 
A little knowledge and understanding of the research topic covered in the essay.  Students 
rarely select relevant information to support their arguments.  They rarely use appropriate 
evidence to justify their conclusions, demonstrating a very limited evaluation of the research 
topic. 

0 The student produces nothing worthy of credit in response to the question. 
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Indicative content 
 
Question 06 
 
Research topic: The role of women in Panjabi Society 
 
pNjab iv<c ]OrqA wa nOkrI]A v<l ruJan vWx nal pNjabI smaj iv<c ]Orq wI siQqI iv<c ]azI]A qbwIlI]A 
wa ivSleSx kro . 
 
• Contribution of Panjabi women towards the household income. (AO2) 
 
• Shift in the demand of dowry from a girl’s parents in the Punjab. (AO2) 
 
• Shift in gender equality between boy and girl. (AO2) 
 
• Women can be found working in all kinds of professions. (AO2)  

 
• Shift in Panjabi people’s orthodox view of Panjabi woman. (AO2) 
 
• Women enjoy gender equality in the workplace. 
 
• Women actively take part in the democratic process and elections. 

 
• Women don’t get married very young. 

 
• Women have the freedom of choosing their life partner. 

 
• Now women play an active role in politics and the media. 
 
The above is not exhaustive. 
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Question 07 
 

Research topic: Social issues in the Punjab 
 
]<j k<lH pNjab we lokA ¥ ikhfI]A smaijk muSklA wa sahmxa krna pE irha hE ? ivSleSx krwe hoze ilKo ik 
iznHA sm<is]avA we h<l lzI pNjab srkar ¥ ikho ijhe yqn krne cahIwe hn . 
 
• Portrayal of the main social problems in the Punjab. (AO2) 
 
• Set up speedy trials, strictly punish and confiscate assets of drug dealers. (AO2) 
 
• Rehabilitate young people (youths) by providing free IT training. (AO2) 

 
• Use young people (youths) with relevant IT skills to help out farmers. (AO2) 

 
• Provide free training and subsidies for young people (youths) who are not interested in doing 

traditional agriculture. (AO2) 
 
• Revival of small and medium scale industry to support rural young people (youths). 
 
• Encourage domestic and local entrepreneurs to set up businesses in the Punjab.  

 
• Clear and comprehensive agriculture policy by the Punjab government.  

 
• Reduce Primary and Secondary school pupils’ dropout rate. 
 
The above is not exhaustive. 
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Question 08  
 

Research topic: Tourism in the Punjab 
 
pNjabI siB]acar iv<c v<K v<K mOik]A qe ikho ijhe Kaxe KaWe jAwe hn ? pNjabI Kaix]A wa ivSleSx krwe hoze 
ilKo ik p<CmI weSA iv<c pNjabI Kaxe izNne mShUr hox we kI karn hn . 
 
• The Panjabi foods for hospitality. (AO2) 
 
• The special Panjabi foods for festivals. (AO2) 
 
• The place of spices and condiments in Panjabi foods. (AO2) 

 
• Indian restaurants and takeaways are big contributors towards the UK’s economy. (AO2) 

 
• Panjabi cultural food can play a vital role in the growth of tourism and the Punjab government should 

develop regional cookery schools. (AO2) 
 
• Panjabi foods taste delicious, with rich and buttery flavours. 
 
• Panjabi foods can be good for your health if cooked in oil. 

 
• Panjabi foods are filling and can provide energy throughout the day. 

 
• Panjabi foods are quite cheap in comparison to most western foods. 

 
• Panjabi foods are readily available in the supermarkets. 
 
The above is not exhaustive. 
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Question 09 
 
Research topic: Partition of the Punjab in 1947 
 
‘1947 iv<c hozI pNjab wI vNd, pNjabI lokA wI iZNwgI ¥ ]<j vI smaijk qe ]ariQk p<K qoM pRBaivq kr  
rhI hE .’  qusIM izs kQn nal ik<QoM q<k sihmq ho ?  
 
• The region of Kashmir is the root cause of disputes between India and Pakistan. (AO2) 
 
• The difficulties faced by Sikh pilgrims wishing to visit the prominent Gurdwaras in the Pakistani 

Punjab. (AO2) 
 
• No cure for poverty due to the arms race between the two rival countries. (AO2) 
 
• People living near the boundary line have to suffer due to the tension between the two countries. 

(AO2) 
 

• Inflation due to the imposition of high tariffs on the import and export of goods. (AO2) 
 

• Danger of drug trafficking and smuggling fake currency into the Punjab. 
 
• Law and order issues in the Punjab due to cross-border terrorism. 

 
• Loss of income for actors, singers and sportsmen due to restrictions on performing in the rival Punjab. 

 
• Divided families are sometimes unable to visit their family members left in Pakistani Punjab. 

 
• Now both sides should (It is time for both sides to) forget the bitterness of the past and move forward 

for a better future (for all). 
 
The above is not exhaustive. 
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